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  road transport 106
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ECMT study 370, 775
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economies of scale 288, 301
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  rail services 666–7
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  fuel efficiency of US cars 436
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  international markets 433
  policies for altering use 435–40
  fostering alternative technologies 439–40
  role of market 435–7
  speed limits 439
subsidies 437–8
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second best issues 433–4
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and transport 10
transport and distortions in 429–34
energy security 362
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energy security/oil-importing costs, USA 357–9
energy use
and congestion 343
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and the environment 430–32
‘environmental adaptation’ 652
environmental concerns 369, 662
environmental consciousness, modeling 174–5
environmental costs, of highway travel 460
environmental effects, transport produced 430
environmental externalities 319, 360
environmental impact, transport projects 715
EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) 414, 438, 460
equality 625
equality of opportunity (EOP) 626
transport policy 641–3
equity
and acceptability 645–7
and accessibility 627–30
and compensation for compulsory acquisition 638
of cost sharing of infrastructure 636–7
definition of 624–5
in the design and cost of infrastructure 626–38
and growth 630–36
of opportunity of accessibility 640–43
and transport use 638–40
equity considerations, in transport 625
‘equity weighting’ 383
ESPON program 51, 87, 88
Europe
accidents 375–9
air pollution 379–83
climate change 383–6
congestion 374–5
energy security 389
external costs 369–94
comparison with USA 392–4
noise 386–8
and ports 840–41
road transport emissions, cost factors 382
scarcity 374–5
soil pollution 388–9
values for casualties avoided 379
water pollution 388–9
European Commission 89, 90
European Union 82
airline deregulation 808–809
airport regulation 787–8
external costs 319, 329
aesthetic costs 360
climate change 329
comparison of USA and Europe 392–4
congestion 329
definition in neo-classical model 320–25
equity–efficiency trade off 336
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accidents 375–9
air pollution 379–83
climate change 383–6
congestion 374–5
energy security 389
external costs per passenger km or ton km 374
Impact Pathway Approach 372–3
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major studies on 369–74
noise 386–8
scarcity 374–5
water and soil pollution 388–9
landscape effects 389–90
life-cycle impacts 390–91
marginal external cost (MEC) 323–4
noise 329
optimal pollution model 325–6
marginal abatement costs (MAC) 326
partial equilibrium model 327–8
road transport 360
second best world 335–9
optimal tax perspective 337
pure efficiency perspective 338–9
tax reform perspective 337–8
social welfare function 321
time and uncertainty issues 334–5
total and average externality costs 324–5
traffic accidents 329
urban (barrier) effects 390
in the USA 341–63
accident costs 344–7
air pollution costs
health impacts 347–51
other impacts 351–2
climate change costs 352–3
A handbook of transport economics

energy security/oil-importing costs 357–9
noise costs 353–5
quality of estimates by transport mode and cost category 341
water pollution 355–7
externalities 320
instruments to correct external pollution costs of cars 332
in the transport sector 328–33
positive 391
externality reduction subsidies 332
externality tax, definition 331
face-to-face communication cost 121–2, 123
FAMOS model 217, 223
FIFI study 370
financial crises 708
firm life cycles (‘firmography’) 4, 46
firms 72–3
spatial fragmentation 82–3
Fisher Ideal index 304
force majeure risks 717
four-step transport model 260
France 69
bus industry 746, 747
parking 737
private highways 684
transport policy 643
franchising, for freight and passenger traffic 770–73
‘free on board’ (FOB) price 84, 101
freight absorption 542
freight costs, and trade flows 102
freight rates 84
freight transport, demand 7
frontier estimation techniques 285
fuel consumption, by main transport modes, USA 427
fuel costs 107, 111
fuel prices 436–7
full marginal costs (FMC) 10
definition of 444
of highway travel 444–66
accident costs 453–5
air pollution costs 460–62
analytical framework 445–51
hypothetical full marginal and average cost curves 446
scale economies in capacity provision 448–51
‘before’ and ‘after’ FMC results 474–5
case study, NJRTM model 462–5
Full Average Cost (FAC) 463
summary and conclusions 466
costs of capacity improvement 458
costs of new construction 455–8
costs of pavement resurfacing 458–9
details of project used for FMC analysis 472–3
environmental costs 460
infrastructure costs 455
marginal cost functions, user costs 451–5
noise costs 460–62
right-of-way costs 459
travel time costs 452–3
value of time (VOT) parameter 452–3
vehicle operating costs 451–2
FUND model 383
game theory 263–4
GATS 2000 813
GDP per capita 1800–1913 70
share spent on transport 84
and trade 99
general equilibrium Allias measure in 491–2
compensating variation in 489–91
consumer surplus in 483–92
general equilibrium models applied or computable 21
for transportation economics 4
generalized extreme value (GEV) 160
models 6
generation models 220
Geographic Information System (GIS) 87
space-time systems 237
gerography, and transport costs 104
Germany 107
GEV family models 165–9
Global Airport Benchmarking 313–14
Global Competitiveness Report 105
Global Trade Analysis Project (GTAP) 84–5
governments influence of 21
institutional role in PPPs 721–2
GRACE project 371, 392
‘grandfathering’ 332, 338
in air transport 666
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endogeneity and non-linearities 110
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growth, and equity 630–36
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health impacts, of air pollution 347–51, 381
HEATCO study 259, 371, 375, 378, 392
hedonic regression technique 406
‘herd’ behavior 654
Herfindahl index 31, 859
high occupancy toll (HOT) lanes 216, 655
high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes 216, 655
highway construction costs 449–50
highway cost function studies 471
highway travel, full marginal costs (FMC) of 444–66
‘home market effect’ 73
home production theories of time allocation to activities 214
horizontal equity, and public service obligations (PSO) 677–8
human capital approach 401
human life, value of 9–10
hybrid-vehicles 440
‘iceberg’ approach 39
iceberg formulation 84
ILUMASS model 239
ILUTE model 239
IMF Direction of Trade Statistics (DOT) 101
IMPACT survey 371
incentive contracts, bus services 747
incentives, literature on intertemporal incentive problems 700
income distribution, and public service obligations (PSO) 677–8
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Industrial Revolution 70, 116
industry structure indices 287–91
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imperfect 597, 652
scarcity of 650, 651
information theory 56
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comparison of options 589–91
compliance 600
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information search option 587, 588
integration of transport modes 600–601
literature review 596–7
multiplicity of information search channels 599–600
travel alternatives 586
travel times, perceived and actual 586
uncertainty on destination quality 601
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infrastructure 1, 38–9, 48, 92
and cost of operations 275
costs 455
equity of cost sharing in 636–7
equity in the design and cost of 626–38
equity principles in design of 627
fragmentation 360
impact of 504
procurement and financing 684
regulation 667
and trade 99
and transport costs 104–106
infrastructure regulation, subsidiarity chain 667–8
innovation 107
and regulation 676
intercity trade cost 5, 129
International Energy Agency (IEA) 433, 434
international energy markets 433
International Maritime Organisation (IMO) 853
International Ship and Port Facility Code of 2002 854
international trade 97
and transport costs 4, 5, 97–8
interpersonal interactions 231
interregional relationships 68
intra-household interactions 231–2
intracity equilibrium 119
intraregional industry location models 55–60
comparison 60–61
inventory costs 253
inventory management theory 250
‘inventory routing’ problem 260
investments, and regulation 673–4, 676
IRPUD model 58
irrational behavior 482
isolation effect 652
ISTEA model 214
Italy 73
bus services 746
iterative equilibrium analysis 261
ITLUP (Integrated Transportation and Land Use Package) 56–7
Japan, railways 773, 776
just-in-time concept 108
justice 640
Kyoto Agreement 384, 385
labor mobility 73–6, 79–80
land 55, 57, 80, 81
land use, low-density 664
land-use transport interaction (LUTI) models 4, 42
landlocked countries 86, 90, 99, 104, 105, 112
landscape effects 389–90
latent class choice model 171, 182
Latin America 685, 764
Leontief technology 39, 51
level-of-service (LOS) conditions 234
liability 330
liberalization 664–6, 681
air transport 666
bus services 664
rail services 665
LIBOR (London Interbank Offered Rate) 722
life-cycle impacts 390–91
local public transport 664–5
location models 62
location theory 630
lock-in effect 76, 116
logistics, definition and evolution of 249–52
Logistics Performance Index (LPI) 99, 105–106
logit captivity model 171
logit mixture models 182
logit models 182, 493–6
logsum variable 493, 494, 495, 497, 498
Maastricht Treaty 685
macroeconomic adjustment costs, USA 358
Malmquist index 303–304, 312, 314
Manufacturing 91
fragmented processes 108
marginal abatement costs (MAC) 326, 385
choice between tax and tradable permits 335
marginal external cost (MEC) 323–4
marginal rate of substitution (MRS) 399
maritime transport 16
competition and regulation 844–68
see also shipping
maritime transport market, conceptual framework 845
market access 72
market competition 664–6
market failures 432, 435, 662
and regulation 622
market power, and transport costs 106
MARPOL 78 854
MARS model 59
Marshallian consumer surplus 482
MASST model 51
MATSIM model 231
MEPLAN model 51, 57
METROPILUS model 57, 190, 208
METROPOLIS model 190, 208
MEV models 165–7
MIDAS (Micro-analytic Integrated Demographic Accounting System) 239
migration 74, 76, 77, 79, 80
minimal efficient dimension issue 670–71
Minimum Standards in Merchant Ships 855
minsum criterion 629
mixed logit (ML) model 146, 147, 171
mixture models 160, 169–78
behavioral mixture models 173–8
continuous behavioral mixtures 176–8
continuous probability mixture model 172–3
discrete behavioral mixtures 175–6
discrete probability mixture model 172
limitations of 173
mixed logit model 171
probability mixture model 170, 171
typology of 171–2
mobility
of capital 72–3
of labor 73–6
Model of Metropolis 56
Modifiable Area Unit Problem (MAUP) 236–7
Mohring effect 391, 662, 665
money-metric utility functions 480–81
monopolies 667
Monte Carlo simulation 4, 46
mortality risk perceptions 412–13
‘multilateral resistance’ 109
multilateral trade 265
multinomial choice sets 616–19
multinomial logit model (MNL) 146
multioutput theory 274–5, 276–7, 288
multi-period life-cycle consumption models 401
multi-regional economic models 46–55, 61–2
comparison 53–5
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multi-regional input–output models 51–2
multivariate extreme value (MEV) models 165–7
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NEEDS study 371, 386, 392
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nested logit models 165–9, 173, 182, 496–8
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models 124–8
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